
ContecClean™ Cloths 

Economical disposable wipes in convenient sizes
The ContecClean™ Cloths are designed with convenience and economy in mind. 
Available to purchase in multiple sizes and options, the ContecClean Cloths are 
designed for everyday general cleaning. It is lightweight, but strong enough 
to be saturated with most common cleaners and disinfectants. This allows for 
better application of cleaning chemicals and reduces overall cleaning time. The 
ContecClean Cloths are a good choice for acute care, long-term care facilities, 
schools, industrial settings, and other facilities. 

FEATURES
• 100% synthetic, hydrophobic design reduces risk of quat binding

• Compatible with most common cleaners and disinfectants

• Perforated rolls allow for a variety of wipe size configurations

• Quarter fold sizes help maximize cleaning

• Multipurpose capability in a value-sensitive wipe
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Contec
part no. description size packaging

PRMW1217 ContecClean™ Cloths, quarter fold, stacked 12” x 17” (30.5x43cm) 150 wipes/dispenser box

PRMW1217-600 ContecClean™ Cloths, quarter fold, stacked 12” x 17” (30.5x43cm) 600 wipes/case 

PRMW1213 ContecClean™ Cloths, quarter fold, stacked 12” x 13” (30.5x33cm) 500 wipes/case

PRMW0075 ContecClean™ Cloths, half fold, perfed roll 10.5” x 12” (26x30.5cm)
75 wipes/roll,
12 rolls/case

PRMW0675 ContecClean™ Cloths, half fold, perfed roll 10.5” x 12” (26x30.5cm)
1 gal lidded bucket

75 wipes/bucket,
6 buckets/case

PRMW0013 ContecClean™ Cloths, perfed roll 10” x 12” (25x30.5cm)
100 wipes/roll,
8 rolls/case

PRMW0912 ContecClean™ Cloths, perfed roll 9” x 12” (23x30.5cm)
275 wipes/roll                
4 rolls/case

PRMW0090 ContecClean™ Cloths, perfed roll 9” x 12” (23x30.5cm)
3 gal. lidded bucket

275 wipes/bucket
1 bucket/case

PRMW0069 ContecClean™ Cloths, perfed roll 6” x 9” (15x23cm)
76 oz. lidded canister

60 wipes/roll,                
22 rolls/case + 1 canister

PRMW0070 ContecClean™ Cloths, perfed roll 6” x 9” (15x23cm)
76 oz. lidded canister

60 wipes/roll
6 rolls/case + 1 canister

PRCN0001 Replacement canister for 6” x 9” wipes 76 oz. lidded canister 6 canisters + lids/case

PRCN0002 Replacement bucket for 9” x 12” wipes 3 gal. lidded bucket 4 buckets + lids/case

PRCN0007 Replacement bucket for 10.5” x 12” half 
folded wipes 1 gal. lidded bucket 6 buckets + lids/case

PERFORATED FOR CUSTOMIZATION

Select based on each cleaning task

ContecClean™ Cloths in roll format is conveniently perforated, 
so EVS staff and cleaning teams can choose the right wipe 
size for each job. Not only does this cut down on waste, but it 
makes cleaning more efficient. Employees can easily customize 
the ContecClean Cloths to fit their needs without extra cost, 
time or tools. 
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